Revamped Tennis Squad Has A Different Look

By Paul Schwartz

The Albany State women's tennis team has undergone a significant transformation this season. The team, which was coached by former star player Lisa Denenfeld, has been renamed the Albany State Eagles, and the team's overall approach to the game has been significantly altered.

The Eagles have a new coach, Paul Schwartz, who has been working closely with the team to develop a new strategy. Schwartz has been emphasizing the importance of strong fundamentals, and the team has been working hard to improve their serve, volley, and return skills.

The Eagles have also made significant changes to their lineup. The team's top singles player, Anne Newman, has been joined by a number of new players who are expected to make a significant impact on the court. In addition, the Eagles have a strong doubles team, which is looking to compete at the highest level.

Despite the changes, the Eagles are optimistic about their abilities. "We're looking forward to the season," said Schwartz. "We have a lot of talented players, and we're confident that we can compete at a high level."
The document contains a mix of news articles and editorial content. It appears to be a page from a newspaper or a magazine, discussing various topics including crime prevention programs, hurricane preparedness, and student life at SUNYA. The text is fragmented and divided into different sections, each focusing on a particular event or issue.
Hijacker Demands Humane World
Holds 119 Hostage

BOHN, West Germany (AP) A pregnant hijacker who took control of a flight bound for the United States has demanded a "human world" and said she's holding 119 passengers to achieve that goal.

The hijacker took control of the 119-seat Lufthansa flight early Wednesday morning, the airline said.

The hijacker's demands were not immediately known.

A spokesman for the airline said the hijacker took control of the flight shortly after it took off from West Germany's Bonn-Cologne Airport.

The hijacker had previously hijacked a West German Air Force jet, which was turned back to Bonn-Cologne.

Man With Severed Leg In Serious Condition
Team Of 12 Work To Reattach

Albany Medical Center

A woman whose leg was amputated in a car accident will undergo surgery today to have the leg reattached.

The woman was involved in a car accident on Wednesday in a nearby town.

She was taken to Albany Medical Center, where surgeons will perform the surgery.

The surgery is expected to take several hours.

The woman's leg was amputated at the knee.

She will be kept in the hospital for several days after the surgery.

The surgery is expected to be successful.

Value variety & convenience.
It's all right here on Central Avenue.

No matter what you're looking for, chances are that you'll find it on the Avenue. It's all here in the heart of Albany, everything from autos to zippers. And with close proximity to downtown dorms and the SUNYA bus line, we're conveniently located for students.

Besides a variety of services and products, we also offer you friendly service; individual attention; established and reliable business people and practices; and plenty of unique restaurants.

Check the list we've included here, and then come to Central Avenue — we've got it all.

Central Avenue
Civic & Merchants Association
Albany, New York

SOMETHING WENT ROBOTTICALLY WRONG

A sensor on a robotic toilet carrying a black bagged item fell out in a day;

of 5:20 p.m. EDT.

Seventy landed at Bonn-Cologne

demands for "a humane world," a young man hijacked a West German
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ATTENTION!!! all SA Groups
You must file organization and signature cards
Contact Craig Weinstock or Rita Levine
457-8088

ALBANY STATE CINEMA
Friday & Saturday Sept. 14 & 15
Lecture Center 18 7:30 and 9:30
$1 w/tax  $1.50 w/out

ALBANY STATE CINEMA
Friday & Saturday Sept. 14 & 15
Lecture Center 18 7:30 and 9:30
$1 w/tax  $1.50 w/out

ATTENTION!!! all SA Groups
You must file organization and signature cards
Contact Craig Weinstock or Rita Levine
457-8088

Prices In Contract Meal Program Increase

Sept. 23 Rally in New York City against the Nukes
Tickets available Wednesday, Sept. 12.
Volunteer staff needed.

For more information, contact NYPiRG 457-4623 CC 382

SA funded

ATTENTION!!!
all SA Groups
You must file organization and signature cards
Contact Craig Weinstock or Rita Levine
457-8088
Poly Sci Students Unite!

The Political Science Association will hold an important meeting for all majors. Topics that will be discussed include: Practical political participation; a Poly Sci advise-athon; speakers and debates; student participation on faculty committees and many other subjects. Become involved in your major and join us.

Date: Monday, September 17
Time: 7:30 P.M.
Place: LC 19

Join the New University Community Committee

and help make great ideas a reality

Monday at 6:30 in CC 116
Contact Jim Castro-Blanco or Brian Levy 457-8088

World Record Musical Chairs Game

Get involved. Help and have fun.

Your ideas and energy are needed.

Join the New University Community Committee

Falling in love with ideas and making them a reality
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New Budget Talks Begin

Albany Student Press

Show Loses
Best Actors

RO HALL, ALBANY

Assuming in Van Pelt's for Finance and Bonding was

The budget reviews led to a proposed $10-$11 million

Full-time employees. SUNY officials with the
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College student special from
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Plus CashCard to use at MoneyMatic
When you come into our office at
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(two blocks of campus)
COMING SOON! MoneyMatic Machine
in Campus Center
See the difference.
6 Capital Area places to do your MoneyMatic day and night banking
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3. Western Ave., near 10th Street
4. Washington Ave., near 15th Street
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On The Kennedy Syndrome

By Charles R. Brown

President Kennedy is in political trouble. The latest poll shows him eating some grass—Republicans are rating him higher than Democrats. The economy is remote—elections are on hold until some mid-term relief is felt. The Presidential campaign program is still aimed at Congressional elections; the GALT-BF program has been shoved to the back. For now, the emphasis is on getting the President, even at the expense of his party, re-elected. This strategy, however, is seen by many as a temporary expedient, a reaction to the so-called Carter Syndrome.

Especially in the primaries, may garner almost universally feared by Carter advisors. The loyal campaign is cited as a classic example of how to build a winning campaign. Polls have shown that most in the Carter camp; the oilier is the potential challenges come from two democrats have either come DM in favor of a Kennedy. Polls have shown that prefer Kennedy as the party's nominee than Kennedy.

Kennedy Syndrome

In spite of Jerry Brawn's series of speeches, polling shows Kennedy Syndrome. As an "undeclared" candidate, his campaign is for the nomination. Kennedy would rather abandon his fund-raising apparatus need not operate until the first primaries, wailing for Carter to falter. Now that his family has given him the go-ahead, Kennedy is much closer to running for the nomination. Kennedy is clearly in the driver's seat—no matter how well he does, he will still be in the race. Kennedy Syndrome is a real threat to Carter. The current situation is a battle of wills between Carter and Kennedy. Carter has the advantage in the primaries, but Kennedy has the advantage in the general election. The next few weeks will be critical to the outcome of the campaign. Kennedy Syndrome is a real threat to Carter.
Do you have at least a 3.0 GPA and need a job?

Applications are now being accepted for tutors through the Educational Opportunity Program (EOP). Apply now in the University Library Basement (94).

The University Student Judicial Committee will have an interest meeting and will be accepting applications on Monday September 17 at 6:00 pm in LC-20.

Pain Builds Character

A small room, with light from the window streaming in through the sheer muslin curtains. The sun was shining brightly through the glass, casting its warmth on the bare floor. There was silence in the room, broken only by the sound of the clock in the corner, ticking away the seconds. The air was thick with the scent of stale smoke. Aunt Rose sat in the corner, her hands folded in her lap, her gaze fixed on the wall. She spoke, her voice quiet and measured. "Our world is not what we have, but what we make."

ATTENTION

Worship on Sunday at Chapel House

The Holy Communion
11:00 a.m.
Evening Prayer
6:30 p.m.

The Lutheran Campus Ministry
689-8573

No Place to Go

America's most unfavorable parking — Gina Ling. We waited and screamed while our cars throbbed, and President Carter took his gas nozzle to his head.

All Revved Up With No Place to Go

Personal news and happenings circulating in the news. It seemed like there would never be an end to the gas crisis. Everyone was trying to come up with the perfect parking solution. No one really knew what to do.

Robin Goldberg

In the park, we watched as people tried to find a parking spot. The lines were endless, and no one seemed to be in a hurry. We started to feel helpless. What could we do?

IT'S A QUESTION OF PRIORITIES

Worship on Sunday at Chapel House

The Holy Communion
11:00 a.m.
Evening Prayer
6:30 p.m.

The Lutheran Campus Ministry
689-8573

Degree Candidates

1976-1980

Undergraduate/Graduate Students
Don't hand-carry your books and be ready for spring term
Learn early. Contact Career Services and Placement can help you seek employment

ATTEND AN ORIENTATION

On campus or off campus, given twice weekly
First stop to establish reference file or use any services
Introduction to Job Search
Resume Workshops
Job Search Seminars
Computer Job Matching System
Career Library

Come and pick up your personal copies of the Fall term programs and seminars
Career Planning and Placement
457-8251

Administration 112

Questions. Answers.

And more questions. And still no gas.
Standing is such a development of balance.

Aerobic exercise is one that makes your heart pump faster and harder, which in turn increases the amount of oxygen you get into your body. This type of exercise is good for your heart and lungs, as well as your muscles. It helps you build endurance and improve your overall fitness level.

But it's not just about running. There are many other ways to get a cardio workout, such as cycling, swimming, or dancing. It's important to find something that you enjoy and that feels comfortable for you.

One thing to keep in mind is that it's okay to start slowly and work your way up to more intense workouts. It's also important to listen to your body and take breaks when you need them.

In conclusion, healthy habits and lifestyle choices are key to maintaining a fit body and mind. By incorporating regular exercise into your routine, you can improve your overall health and well-being. So get up and get moving! Your body will thank you.
All invited please join us ordially invites you to this year's 1st annual Friday, Sept. 14 Ryckman Runs Tuesday, Sept. 18, on the first floor of Campus Center

Good Girl Don't. Most of the album's singles are credited to Tommy N. and his then-petite Doug Veen. He and I have been on the look out for his album, but it seems that he's been missing since the beginning of the year. However, their latest single, "Good Girl Don't," has been a hit and is now getting airplay on radio stations across the country. It's a catchy tune with a great beat and lyrics that are sure to get you dancing. Make sure to check it out and let us know what you think!

Our Knock

After seeing North Forty, you'll never be able to watch a Monday Night Football game in quite the same way.

Sex, Drugs And The N.F.L.

"After seeing North Forty, you'll never be able to watch a Monday Night Football game in quite the same way."
on. How does he gel the monger oil
in THE MONSTERS ARE DUE
4. In TERROR AT 20,000 FEET,
assassination. What happens to him
to prevent it?
GILLIGAN'S ISLAND) goes back
2. In THE MONSTERS ARE DUE
up ahead, it is THE

FRIDAY AFTERNOON DIVERSION column
26, THE TWILIGHT ZONE. (Please look al
and give you some questions on a
GILLIGAN'S ISLAND) goes back
eventually becomes a part of the food

The Honorable Schoolboys

To the Editor:
We note with interest an article recently written by Dr. Arthur C. Clarke in The
York Times Magazine. We have had the privilege of listening to Dr. Clarke
the future governments will take the proper

Drat That Rat!
The Albany Student Press appreciates any
and on its content
See your ideas in print.
Write the ASP.

The Honorable Schoolboys

To the Editor:
We note with interest an article recently written by Dr. Arthur C. Clarke in The
York Times Magazine. We have had the privilege of listening to Dr. Clarke
the future governments will take the proper

The Albany Student Press appreciates any
and on its content
See your ideas in print.
Write the ASP.
Apply in person at Berns Camera
Crulseshlpsl Yachtst No experience. 
needed for evenings and weekend
interview tips included, reasonable
crisp, attractive resume. Printing,
retail sales work. 12-16 hrs. per week.
more information or an audition, call
88-4355 early to prepare! Experienced
Amer. World! Send $4.95 lor
for part-time work (individual &
dance/yoga exp., helpful' but not
required. Write for rates and release
Adirondack
Love you, Jefl
Albany Student Press
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New Members Welcome

Comediennes, politicians... Who do YOU want to hear?

Speakers
Every Monday 8:30 p.m. Campus Center Room 361

Comediennes, politicians... Who do YOU want to hear?

Saturday, Sept. 15
9 p.m. LC 2

members .50
SUNYA ID .75
others $1.25

Slicehot services follow at midnight for more information, call Gayle 7-7743

University
Cinematography
Association
First General Meeting
Tuesday September 18th
7:30 PM FA 126

Learn all aspects of film production SA FUNDED

Listen to the Great Danes battle Hobart
Saturday at 1:45 p.m. on WDCB

Networks Disagree On “The Cup”

By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer

One television network also has decided that calling a certain race by its given name could be dangerous to its health. CBS may have once considered the Marlboro Cup the right time to plug the Marlboro Man and all the other visual references to Marlboro that exist during the race. CBS even has pass a TV guide advertising its Cinematography program Tuesday, Oct. 4, 7:30 & 10:30 PM. First General Meeting
Tuesday September 18th
7:30 PM FA 126

FCC Disagrees on “The Cup”

The Federal Communications Commission, which regulates the broadcasting industry, took the Marlboro Cup out all the other visual references to Marlboro in 1978. The FCC felt television shouldn’t be used to promote cigarette companies. The FCC’s restrictions would have prevented NBC from calling the race the Marlboro Cup. That caused a conflict with the NYRA, who wanted to use the real name of the race. The FCC’s restrictions also forced CBS to pass on its option to broadcast the race. Therefore, the right to call the race is now up for grabs between NBC and the NYRA.

Cup. That caused a conflict with the
NYRA, who wanted to use the real name of the race. The
FCC’s restrictions also forced CBS to pass on its option to
broadcast the race. Therefore, the right to call the race is
now up for grabs between NBC and the NYRA.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Karen Smayda 499-1361

DELTA SIGMA PI
The Professional Alternative
IS SEEKING MEN AND WOMEN INTERESTED IN ENHANCING THEIR CAREERS IN BUSINESS

Jobs available
working crews for Fall Fest Carnival Oct. 4-7

Applications available in Student Activities office Campus Center 130

Apply Now
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Albany Great Dane Varsity football
Anyone interested can contact D. Elkin in CC130.

Tuesday, September 18th
CC361 at 7:30
Deadline for all applications is Friday, September 21.

There are many positions which need to be filled:

Deadlines for all applications is Friday, September 21.

 Threatened by the
KGB

Hear Two SUNYA Alumni,
Sharon Weintraub and Vicki Yudenfriend
speak of their recent visit with Soviet Dissidents.

Free Brunch
Sunday at 12:30,
CC 375
More Info, call 7-7508

SA FUNDED

NOW is the time to
make some
changes
There are many positions which need to be filled:

Sports Programs

Softball Official Meeting

Softball Offi cials Meeting

Stef's

Opening Day Use Coverage of

Albany Great Dane Varsity Football

Listen to the play-by-play action from

Hobart College

Tuesday, September 18th
CC361 at 7:30

Anyone interested can contact D. Elkin in CC130.

NOTICE

GET INVOLVED
We can't do it without you!!!!!!!!!
What Do You Want From College?

Questions?? Call Dave Weintraub
sponsored by the class of 1980

The ASP is your paper. You read it. You can use a part of it.

Good morning. How's your feet?
You kept them up late last night didn't you? And now they don't feel so good.
You should put them up in a pair of Rockports. Rockports are your feet's idea of a good shoe. Comfortable. Very, very comfortable. Because we don't make men's and women's shoes to fit certain price ranges. We make them to fit feet. We're funny that way.
For example, our shoes are stitched by hand. Because even the best machines can't stitch as well as people.

Feet have feelings, too. Rockports are your feet's idea of a good shoe.
9, 140-pound Meyers that she had Wednesday after he told the 5-foot-

Required in her bid to become the first

standpoint of knowing the game of

Basketball Association. But,
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fundamentals of basketball well

in

Montreal who

to Oneonta, 6-3.

match at Oneonta. Two of the three

wins for Albany. Lawrence Eichcn

counted in this week's competition.

"I'm happy with myself," she said.

"but I expected them both to win."

.Starr, 6-3, 6-3. "They both came

defeated Steve Cohen, 7-6, 6-4, and

Karpf is a very hard server, and

he couldn't break him."
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The Albany State baseball squad opens their season tomorrow with a doubleheader against Hobart. (Photo: Bob Leonard)

**Fundamentals + Execution = Batmen Success**

By Bob Bredlaf

Opening green and the Seniors are out here on the field of honor.

For the Albany State baseball team, with head coach Rick Skeel, can "hit."

But the baseball team, according to new head coach Rick Skeel, can "hit."

"We're shooting for October 19"

According to Skeel, the team has been working hard this season, and will be ready to face Hobart tonight. Skeel insists that this is a real goal. "I've seen the teams through the years. We've had our ups and downs, but overall depth will be tested."

"Strong Running, Weak Passing Hobart"

Hobart is attempting to make a comeback this season, and will be looking to beat Albany State. In their last game against Hobart, they lost 1-0. Skeel says, "We're shooting for October 19" and "The Dane's first game losses in the Hobart offense."

But the Albany State baseball team has a strong defense, and will be looking to keep Hobart from scoring.

Skeel says, "The Dane's first game losses in the Hobart offense."

"I've seen the teams through the years. We've had our ups and downs, but overall depth will be tested."